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We have entered upon an er,L of National Debt-the amount already
contracted of great magnitude, and its prospective extent undetermined.
The rapidity, and the unknown limit of its growth, help to give it gigantic
proportions. Unparalleled and unmeasured in our experience, the figures
in which it is expressed unconsciously lose the definite certitude of fact.
and fancy runs away with the conception into the region of the fabulous.
It awakens imagination in such a wily as leads to honest o\·er-estimate
and over-statement, and at the same time gives tempting occasion and
encouragement to careless or intentional exaggeration. Nearly a year ago.
when its ascertained amount stood at five hundred and eleven millions, a
caucus of congressmen. over their signatures, declared that it had then
reached a thousand millions, and was growing at the rate of three millions
a clay. The means of better information were at hand; the Treasury
Department practised neither concealment nor reserve. The Secretary
published the account current of the nation then, and frequently since,
and has at all times allowed the public to ascertain the amount of the debt
both in items and aggregate. Yet still the rumor ran, and still the
wonder grew, until the rumor lost its freshness, and the wonder became
familiar, and the excitement got itself postponed to await the occurrence
of the catastrophe which, happily, has not yet arrived.
The idea _of millions by the score is difficult of apprehension, but when
they run up into hundreds, the mind gets no better grasp of the sum tl1an
it does of infinity. Our unit of value is nearly five times less than the
B ritish pound sterling, while it is more than five times larger than the
French franc; yet, such is the indefiniteness of enormous numbers that
the French debt, stated at twelve thousand millions of francs, the British
at eight hundred millions of pounds, and the American, at one thousand
millions of dollars, might be interchanged without much affecting our
apprehension of their respective magnitudes. T hey are well defined in
arithmetical expression, but to our comprehension they have no fixed
limits; we measure them as we do the distances to the sun, moon, and
stars; and they lie, to the sense we have of them, in a like far-nway
firmament. beyond the mental span with which we measure and compute
the spaces and quantities which we can traverse and comprehend.
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The B ritish debt durin g- the war with the French Republic and the
first ~apolcon. !!'rew at an unprecedented rate. and to amount.s wllich at
sernral successiYe periods set calculation at defiance, and baffied statisticians
and political economists, as much a$ i t alarmed and confused the politicians ,wd t he people. Even before the epoch of its grand expansion, the
celebrated A.Jam 8mith, in the year 1776. when the debt was only one
hundred ,ind twenty-nine millions. ~aid : "Great Britain could not without
great di~tress support a burden a little greate,· than what has been laid
upon her." In seven years the .:\.meric,111 Revolution had added one
hundred and three millions to the burden, and he lived still another seYen
yea rs to ~ee the total at two hundred and forty-eight millions, or nearly
double the amount which he had fixed as the utmost endurable limit,
without seeing any of that d istress which he had predicted.
Dr. Price, the author of Pitt's sinking fnud system and of the general
financial systeru which still prevails in England, and therefore a financier
of no mean rank, as early :,s 1777 said: '·we urc uow involved in another
war, and the public debts ,we increasing again fast; tl1e present year must
make another g reat addition to them ; and what will be tit the end of
the~e troubles no man can tell. Tho union of a foreign war to the present
civil war migh t perhaps raise theui to two hundred millions, but more
probably it 1could sin!~ them to notll'ing." Dr. P rice was mistaken. In
the ensuing six years :England went through that civil w,w, (the American
llevolution) a foreign war with France, another wi th Holland, and another
with Spain, and at the end of them all Consols sold at 94, which is quite
t he full Yalue of three per cents in the Boglisl, money market.
But the alarm of Smith and the apprehensions of Price sink into absolute
despair in the mind of the great h istorian, DaYid Hume. Writiug at the
same time and iu the same condition of affairs, he says : ·' I suppose there
is no matl1ematical, still Jes~ an arithmetical demonstration, that the road
to the Holy L and is not the road to Paradi~e. as there is, that the endless
creation of Niltional Debt is the direct road to ::s"ational ruin. But having
now completely reached thot goal, it is needless at pre. ent to reflect on the
past. It will be found in the present year. 1776, that all the rerenues of
this Island. north of the Trent and west of Reading, are mortgaged or
anticipated for ever. Could the l'mall remainder be in a worse condition
were those ProYi nces seized by Austria or ])russia? There is only this
differeucc, thut some eYent might happen in }~urope which would oblige
these great :Monarchs to disgorge their acquisitions. But no imagination
can figure a situation which will ind uce our creditors to relinquish their
claims, or the public to seize t heir resomces. So egregious, indeed, has
been our folly. th,,t we haYe even lost all title to compai:;sion in the numberless calamities that are wa iting m;.''
But England had been thus languishing for a hundred years in the
reports of her economical doctors. B efore the outbreak of the French
R evolutiou her burden had been greater than she could bear at every
successive stage of its g rowth,and always threatening to become still more
intolerable. The authorities for tl1ese distresses and fearful lookings-for
of the worse to conic might be cited from fifty or au hundred writers of
note, embracing statesmen. historians, pamphleteers. editors and statist.s,
of ernry variety, who at once made, and represented. the general opinion
as well ~s their own. WhocYer desires model forms of declamatory despair
for the present nece5sity, may find them prepared in the current literature
of that period to fit any apprehension he may lrnve of the debt anJ danger
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that now press upon the people of this l.inion. It is true that these distresses
were not true in the facts, nor were they verified in the e,·ent, but we can
warraut them none the less trial-proof, for no disproof ever dispelled them, and
they are just as ~ood for rehearsal now among us, as they were for a full
century and a half in England.
Lord Macaulay, who knew the domestic history of England, from the
2:loomy mouth of November to the merriest day in )fay of every year,
through out the period of her great struggle with the Republic and the
empire of France, even to the minutest scraps of newspaper gossip, sums up
the state of opinion thus : -" At eYery stage in the growth of that debt it
has been seriously asserted by wise men that bankruptcy a,nd ruin were
at hand. At every stage of the growth of t hat debt the nation has set up
the same cry of anguish and despair. Yet still the debt went on growing;
and still bankruptcy and ruin were as remote as ever." Speaking specially
of the debt at the time it reached its highest point, he adds:-" It was in
truth a g igantic, a fabulous debt; and we can hardly wonder that the cry
of despair should have been louder than ever. :But again the cry was found
to have been as unreasonable as ever. 'rhe beggared, the bankrnJ)t society
not only proved able t-0 meet all its obligations, but while meeting them,
grew richer and richer so fast that the growth could almost be discerned
by the eye."
These outcries of a dcsponding people, all along their melancholy
march to inevitable ruin, it will be perceived, are not quoted as "scriptures
given by inspiration," nor as "profitable for doctrine," but as very good
and timely "for reproof, for correction, and for instruction" in circumstances so nearly parallel, that the history ought now to ha1·e a practical
application. They do afford us high authorities for the gloomiest forebodings, and so far give countenance to our fears; but as history sternly
refused to verify the evil prophecies of' a kindred emergency, we had
better look that there be no fallacy in the facts and philosophy which we
employ in forecasting our own fortunes. Macaulay exposes the sources
of error of our English exemplars in a manner well entitled to our
consideration:- " They erroneously imagined that there was an exact
analogy between the CHSe of an individual who is in debt to anotl1er
individual, and the case of society which is in debt to a part of itself
They were under an error not less serious, touching the resources of the
country. They made no allowance for the effect produced by the
incessant progress of c,ery experimental science, and by the incessant
efforts of every man to get on in life. They saw th;1t the debt grew;
and they forgot that other things grew as well as the debt."
It is not expected that this sort of exposure of a great blunder will
prevent its repetition in the like circumstances. A popular error that is
not quite causeles ·, is apt to be quite cureless; but in the light of the
history before us, we may perhaps proceed somewhat reassured, however
little conYinced, in a better mood and tone of m ind, to an examination of
OUR DEB'l', EXISTENT ANO }:XPECTAN'f.

The statement of the national debt. it must be observed, embraces all
a certained and adjusted claims upon the Government, for which requisitions upon the Treasury h aYe been i. sued by the other departments-all
oonds, all notes, and other evidences of debt issued by the Treasury,
including temporary loans and certificates of indebtedness to public
creditors. 'fhe floating. or unascertained deht, is not given, nor can it

be even approximately estimated.; for at one time, only tl1c maturing
claims for supplies and services are OliUJtanding; at another, ship building
and other heaYy items are under contract. with larger or smaller amounts
in that sense due, that they wait only: to be ascertained or settled before
payment is made. These, howe,er, fall in much more promptly than is
generally supposed, and get t11cir place in the reports of the department,
leaYing the "floating debt" greatly less at any iriven time than has been
currently believed. Thus understood,
._
TElE PUBLIC DEBT 0:S- TilE ls·r OF :\JAY, 1 63. WAS AS FOU,O\\'l,:
4 per cent Temporary Loan, . ......... ............. ................ 827.672,518
5 "
'·
"
·' .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. . . .. .. T, .394,521
Post due Treasury Notes (old) ,........ . ...........................
-U,600
Old Public Debt, (average interest 5½ per ct.) ................ 61.221,591
3 Year Bonds, (7i30 per ct.) ....................................... 139.996,950
2 Year do (6 per ct.), ........ . ................... ... ........
1,925.300
United States Notes and l?ractional Currency,................ 394,920,956
20 Year Bonds, (6 per ct.),. ............. ....................... 50.000.000
Oregon War Debt, 20 year, (6 per ct.),...... ................. .
87 ,450
1 Year Certificates of Indebtedness, (G per ct.) ................ 142.761,441
5-20 Year Bonds. (6 per ct.) ............................... ....... 64.3 6,400
Total debt, ................. ............................ . ....... $967,199,727
Less, in the Treasury.........................................
3,154,511
Amount vf debt bearing interest, ............................. .... $572.237.169
"
'·
without
·'
................................. 394.!.l62.556
"
of interest per annum, assuming that the items and
aggregate remain unchanged,......... .. ................... 34.4-V0,686
Average rate of interest on interest-bearing debt of }lay J ,
1863, ........................................................... 6.009 per ct.
AYerage rate of interest on total debt, .......................... 3.566 "
"
"
"
on t.l1at part of the debt created
since 7th :March, 18Gl, ...................................... 3.42
"
Average rate of interest on total debt in 1791.. ............. . 4.24
"
"
"
''
"
of 1816 ................. 6.1-1:
"
"
"
" funded debt of 7th l\Iarch, '61.. 5.5
"
"
"
"
" Treasury Notes issued in the
last quarter of nlr. Buchanan's administration-interest
.,
stopped by Mr. Chase, in February, 1862, ............ . 11.0
The average rate of interest per annum upon the total debt is here
given in comparison with the rates of the total debts of 1791 and 1816,
to show how far the burden of our debt is lightened by the fin,incial
policy of the Treasury Department. The use of the United States Notes
saves about twenty-four lllillions a year to the Go,ernmeut, and in effect
reduces the rate of interest upon the whole debt from 6 per cent. to 3¼
per cent per annum.
RECEIPTS, EXPENDITURES AND REBELLION EXPENSES.

The existence of the old debt, the redemption of a part of it, and the
sources of the receipui, are important to a clear understanding of the
expenditure occasioned by the rebellion. This involYes certain estimates
which are possibly not quite accurate. The ordinary expenditures on
account of the Army and Navy in times of peace, are not distinguished
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from those of the })resent ~trifo in the reports of the departments ; and
i he civil expenditure is affected by the secession of the rebel States.
)Ioreovcr, the amount received for the direct taxes levied by Congress in
1 61 is not exactly ascertained, but the care bestowed on these matters
.assures a Yery fair approach to accuracy.
The total R ec.cipts from 7th ) Iarch 1861, to the 1st :,ray 1863-784
<lays, from Direct Taxes, Internal ReYenue, (E xcise, &c.) Customs, P ublic
Lands, and miscellaneous sources, we J)Ut at.................. $149,953,530
F rom Loans, United States Xotes, fractional currency, and
Certificates of indebtedness- outstanding,..............
99,058,084
Total R eceipts, ... . ... . .......... . .. .. ..... ............ . ......$1,049,011,614
1861, TO 1. T :'IIAY 1 ] 863.
Total ciYil expenditures. with estimated ordinary expenditures of Army and Xavy in time of peace, expenses
of the census, &c.... .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . ... . ..... .... .. ... $105,607.129
P aid on principal and interest of old debt.,. ........... . ......
:27,405;594
F.X PEXDITUJH;S, 1 1'1! )IARCU,

T otal e,;timated peace expenditures, and old debt, .... . .... $133,012,723
T otal rebellion expenses- 7R! clays............................ $915,998,891
Avera!ce, per diem.. ..................................... ..... . ....
$1,168,366
These statements present the debt, its annual charge, the immediate
liabilities, the rates of interest, and dates of maturity-with the receipts
and expenditures of the period of the rebellion till 1st ~fay, 1863, as they
stand in figures on the books of the Department.
Let us now look at the
B U RD~;N

OF THE DEB'.l', A::-ID ITS ANNUAL I XTEREST, AND, AT T HE
NATJO:">'A L RESOURCES

in reference to the current ch arge of the debt while unredeemed, to the
credit of the debt, and to its ultimate extingui~hment.
The tabular statement 'No. 1, (appendix) affords the data for the
judgment to be formed on these poiuts . To make the facts and figures of
om own account clearly comprehensible they are measured by the
corresponding items in the national accounts of Great Britain and France.
The authorities for the data used in the construction of the table, as it
r espects Great Britain, are, the Finance Reports of the House of Commons,
P abfo ·P ebrer. J oseph Lowe, P or ter's Progress of the Nation, Levi on
Taxation, and Northcote's Twenty Years of Financial Policy. F or France,
the Budget of 1864 presented to the Corps Legislatif, and the report of
the committee upon it in April last. F or the United States, the several
census reports, Tucker's Progress of the United States, the Financial
R epor ts or the Treasury, and the current official reports of the National
Debt. From these and numerous other equally reliable sources the facts
are obtained. The calculations made upon them are open to the revision
of experts. The army of the materials is a question for tlie judgment of
those who understand stat istical principles and reasonings. The differe nce made in the nlue of tl1e real and personal property of the United
States from the totals of the Census Bureau is occasioned by th e deduction
of the value of th e slaYes from the official totals. F or all statistical
p urposes they are producers and consumers of wealth, and not themselves

/

property or wealth, in auy sense·different from the wealth that any other
country has i11 its people.
Thus treated thevahrntiou of the loyal States in 1860 was, 10,716,Hll,691
dollar:;. An addition of 25 per cent for the increased wealth of 1863 is not
made as allowance for increase of market prices, but for the actual and
intrinsic enhancement of wealth estimated in the prices ruling iii 1860.
The increased value of the property of the loyal States in the ten years
from 1850 to 1860 was 1261 per cent, about 10 per cent per auuum, but
to be quite withiu the range only 25 per cent is here added for the iucrease
of three yem·s endiug in midsummer of the present year.
The annual iutere:;t of the French debt is official. but its principal is
very probably stated much below the truth. The ~linister of Finance,
two years since, was unable to ascertain the principal of the total debt;
the amount of the floating debt being so inrnlved in the accounts as to
leave it in great uncertainty. Besides, the Government is rapidly effecting
a reduction of the •H to 3 per cent stocks by au equiYalent increase of the
nominal capital, so that the apparent total undergoes daily changes.
Before we proceed to the examination of our debt, absolute and comparative, it is worthy of remark that its present magnitude and rapid
increase arc owing to a circumstance not usually noticeq in comparing it
with that of Great Britain .
There is, indeed, a general impression that the debt of England. meaning
its maximum amount in 1816, ·' was forty years in growing," while ours
is the growth of two years 011ly, and that already it is relatively as large
as theirs. But the fact is that England added three thousand one hundred
and thirteen millions of dollars to her debt in the twenty-two years of her
great French wars, and expended, besides, no less tha n fh-e thousand four
hundred and seventy-one millions derived from taxat.ion, while the war
expenditure of our two years is all iu the form of debt except the sum of
seventeen millions derived from tax,ttion and other 01·dinary sources of
revenue beyond the ordinary peace expenditure of the country. In fair
comparison therefore, the Government account should be charged with this
seventeen millions in addition to its loans of eight hundred and ninety-nine
millions, making 916 millions; and England's account, in correspondence
for her 22 years would be her increase of debt, and 5,-171 millions of taxes
amounting together to 8,58-1 millions or more than nine times the equal
of ours. Of the total revenue of' the period our treasury deriYed but 14!
per cent from taxation. England's Exchequer drew 63 per cent of her's
from that source. If the British lo:111s had borne the proportion of ours
t-0 receipts from ordinary sources, her debt in 1816, without the current
interest added, would have stood at 10,560 million of dollars instead of
-1,300 millions; and, if our debt had been kept down by :t eystem of taxation
equivaleut to hers, instead of footing up 967 millions, it would haYe stood
on the first of' }lay last at 380 millions, less the accruing interest on the
surplus of 587 millions. This should be remembered whenever a comparison of the growth and tho amount of' our present debt wit,h that
of England is instituted.
So far as the national resources and our relative ability to meet our debt
arc concerned, these 587 millions are to be regarded as undrnwn reYenue
in the pockets of the people. This amount subtracted. along with 10
million of current interest upon the sum, would leave our debt, old and
new, ,it 4:27 millions.
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Nor is this view of the ca,;e either illogical or unpractical; ou the
contrary, it i~ far below the true statement of our adYantage. for it still
leave:. us fresh. untaxed. uncxhaustcd and almost unt0uched. while
England was in the condition of a people taxed for twenty-two succesi,ive
years, to the aYerage amount of :t!R millions a year, wit11 au interest
account rising, steadily and rapidly, from -±7 t millions at the beginning,
to 161 t rnillioui, at the end of the term. ;iiorever, be it remembered,
that in 1816 the population of Grent Britain was but 19,300.000. the
total value of their property lU.-!50 millions of dollars. and the ir annual
products worth but 1,667 millions; while the population of the Joyal
States, in 1863. is :2,l,000.000, the Yalue of their property, at the market
rates of 1860, 13,395 millions. and their products of the current year
worth 3,500 millions; giving us the present adv:intage of 30 per cent in
population, 28 per cen+ : n property, and 1] 0 per cent of amnial producti-.
The just parallel i1. tue statement of the respective debt accounts of
the two nations would be: Euglaud borrowed. for twenty-two running
years, an average of 150 millions a year; we, for two years, 185 millions
per anmmi, (an equal ratio of taxation being deducted from the actual
loans,) with a difference of wealth and resources in our favor more thnn
equal to the difference against us in the amounts thus estimated.
LOANS OR 'l'AXES fN 'l'IIE CRISIS.

In the first months of the rebellion. the Government had no choice,
either as to the source or the cost of the required re,·enue; but the
wisdom of abstaining from the imposition of heavy taxes till the close of
the secoud year, while it connuands the admiration of thorough-bred
financiers. deserves the wiirmest and most earnest approbation of the
people. England, as we haYe seen, ('!'able No. 1.) levied, in each of the
years 1813 and 1814, the enormous arnrage aiuouut of thrne hundred
and forty millions of dollars per annum in faxes. direct and indirect, full
3t per cent of the total value of the United Kingdom, and au aYerage
of $18.74 per capita upon the population.
If our Government had taxed the loy,11 States in the same proportion
to i.ts expenditures. the impost would have amounted to three hundred
millions in the yenr, the percentage would have been :l/'o on the
property, and the assessment $12.50 per head.
When we look at the mag nitude of the debt, which is almost the total
expenditure, and give way to the feeling wi th which it oppresses us, we
should turn the other s ide of the picture, and consider the relief which
the temporary postponement of its burden has afforded. It is (1uite impossible now to say what distress the imposition of eYen one hundred
millions would have occasioned; but it is certain that it would have been
heavier than t hrice that amount exacted in 1863-L
In t he emergency, the Go,ernment interposed its credit, H erted the
calamity, provided the means, and prepared the conditions, which at
once secured adequate revenue. at the smallest cost any nation in auy
exigency ever effected. and made the people able to bear its demand~ as
easily as they have heretofore supplied the 'l'reasury with its ordinary
fifty or sixty millions a yea r!!
PAY)IE.:s'T OF TUE NATIONAL DEJJ'l'.

The combined debts of the Revolution and of the \Var of 1812.
amounting to one hunched ,incl twenty-seven millions in ] 81G. wit!{
twenty-eight millions more, contracted and discharged in tl1e meantime,
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were virtually extinguished io 1833- the re.enues all de1-iYed from
ordioary sources, except nine millions of direct taxes, leYied under the
.A.ct of ,January 5, 1815, and l\larch 5, 1816. The total amount required
for the payment of this principal of 155 millions, was $i65,295,873, or
an a,erage anoual appropriation of SU,738,682, for a period of eighteco
years. The total revenue of the period from all sources, except loans
and '.l'reasury Notes, was .J:58½ millions, or an average annual receipt and
expenditure of 25½ millions, from all ordinary sources, aud for all purposes.
The debt of 1816, apportioned to the total po1rnlation, was SU.67 per
capita, its proportion to the property of the people 7 .07 per cent, and
to their annual income 25} per cent.
'l'he debt of l\Iay 1, 1863,
amounts to $.J:0.30 per head of the people of the loyal States, and 7.22
per cent of their property, or less than one-fifth of one per cent more
than in 1816, and its proportion to our annual income or product of the
year is 27..J:5 per cent, or less than 2½ per cent more.
On the assumption that the ordinary expenses of the Government, and
the ordinary taxes for the required length of time from }lay, 1863, shall
bold the same ratio to the preseut debt and wealth of the country, as in
the period from 1816 to 1833. the proportion of our present debt to the
property of the loyal States admits of its extinguishment on equal terms
in eighteen years and :(our and a half mouths; or, if calculated by the
per centage of the annual product.c; of industry to the debt, in nineteeu
and a half years-the increase of wealth and annual income for the
period being taken at the same ratio as that of the eighteen years of the
foriner debt-paying period.
'l'he proportionate aYerage re,·cnue from all sources in the period
assumed for the 1iayment of the present debt would be $189,-159,600 J)er
annum. The proportionate amount applied to the extinguishmcut of the
debt would be $129,655.70.J: })er aunum. But, if we :.llow only 95
millions for ordinary expenses, and 80 millions for the payment of the
debt and interest--together 175 millions, or lH millions less than an equal
ratio to our present wealth-the debt would be extinguished in twelve
years and eight months, if 700 millions of it be funded at G per cent;
or if the total debt of 967 niillions be put at the same rate of interest, in
twenty-one years and eleven months.
It will be recollected that our estiJUate of the peace expenditure of the
loyal States for the past year is under 50 millions; an average allowance of
95 millions for the next twenty years is therefore a liberal one-too large,
indeed; but we are careful, in all our calculations, to underrate none of
the risks and liabilities.
Tabular Statemeut No. 2 (.Appendix) gi,·es the burden of our debt in
the process of payment, compared with that of 1816, and the burden of
the British debt, in process of reduction in amount, and in burden, by
the effect of the enhaucing national wealth.
OUR PROSPECTlVB Dl:BT-ITS BURDF.N A~D l'AY~iENT.

Our debt is still increasing, with no certain limit assignable while the
war of the rebellion continues. It is now in round numbers a thousand
millions. Assuming the limit of 1500 millions, we shall have made ample
allowance for its probable increase if the w,n shall continue even till the
first of June, 186.J:, or -100 days from the first of i\Iay, 1863. This
aggregate puts the daily expenditure at one and a quarter millions, which
exceeds our estimate by , 0.000 dollars a <lay.

!)

Fifteen hundred millions funded at (j per cent, payable half yearly,
would be discharged iu :39 years by the appropriation of 100 millions
a year to tlrnt J)urpo~e. but if 300 1nillions of that amount were kept in
circulating notes. without interest. the remaining 1:200 millions would be
paid by the like ;lppropriation in :21 years.
Tabular statement Xo. :2. shows the l,urde,1 of the pre!'<ent. and of the
assumed limit of our national debt..respecti,ely, with the comparati,·e
burden of our debt of 1816 under process of extinguishment, and the
British debt, which is not undergoing extingui~hment or important reduction in ab~olute amount.
We see that ifseven hundred millions of the present debt were funded the
whole would be paid in tweh-e year~ and ei!l'ht months by an ,mnual tax
of a fraction less than .~ix mills on the dollar of tl1e people·s property at
its present valuation; while the actual annual payments made in discharge
of the debt of 1816 were equal to eight and a fifth mills on the dollar of
the -rnluation of that time. The 1myment of 1500 millions, all funded. in
39 years would be a tax of seven and a half mills, or, if only 1200 millions
were funded, it would be dischar[!ed in :n years, at the same rate of
assessment. By statement i\ o. 1, it appears that the in.terest alone of the
British debt was a tax of abo,~c fifteen mill, on the dollar, per annum, in 1816,
and is even now quite four mills upon the eno1·mously increa~ed wealth of
the nation, or more than half the annual charge that both principal and
interest of oms Carrie~ while being paid off in the short periods proposed.
U'.'i!TJ;D STAT}'.S DE)!AXD SOTES.

In our calcnlatiom; the Debt. pre~cnt and pro~pccti,e. is treated both in

its lea~t and most burdensome form. In the one case, assmnin!! that from
267 t-O ~00 millions of the ;imount m:1y be kept in rnitcd F:tates notes,
free of interest; in the other. the whole amount is ;-uppo~ed to be funded
at 6 per cent interest. The grentne,-s of the benefit of the former policy
is well sl1own by ob~en-ing that it reduces the annual interest of the
existing debt from 58 to ,34 millions, or the avernge interest from 6 to 3½
per cent, and the term of payment B yea r,i on the smaller debt, and 18
yea.rs on the larger; in both c,,ses le,H·in~ the amount of such circulation
to be recleemed at the encl of the term.
England has issued exchequer bills every year since the reigu of Vl'illiam
the Third, a period of 167 years. In 1815 they were outstanding to
the amount of :!OZ millions of dollars. 'ince 1835 the amount outstanding
at the clo:;e of the ye,u- ha:; ranged from 66 to 102 millions, furnishing to
that extent the means of anticipating the revenue. and generally at the
easy rate of about :2½per cent interest per annum. This policy is an
obvious advantaf{e to tl1e exchequer, and t-0 the people it is no less beneficial,
for it furnishes them with the medium of tax payment in advance of the
levy.
The United States would do well to consider the benefit to both treasury
and people, resulting from the system of the present Secretary; the
large annual saving. and the greatly better command of the debt, which
the Government has, by dealing in its own currency, at tl1c comparatively
trivial cost of executing and issuing its circulation notes. It is full time,
and a very good time. for the Federal Government to reclaim its right of
regulating the currency of the country, saving the amount of banking
profits upon some share of it, and keeping a circulation of uniform value
sufficiently hr,r:c in the community to relieve the people of their usually
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heavy do111c~tic exchange. rhc policy being nt once rca~onablc and
likely to be adopted. is ~o far com,idered that it... effect in the payment
of the iutcrc~t and principal of our debt is formally ~rated.
OR.OWTIT

m·

WEAL'fll A?l'D HURD};:, Ol' D};Jn•.

Tn the tabular f.tatewents and in the lll'f!Ulllent of the l-Ubject we ha,·c

felt obliged to tre11t the future debt-paying period,., as if they held exact
equality in the g1·owth of wealth ,vith our own pa~t periods, and the pa$t
and future periods of Eugland'H indebtcdnc~s; but the )!l'lmd difference
in our pre,cnt condition mm,t not be OYerlooked. though the dat:1 are not
sufficiently exact to afford the mean.~ of arithmetical computation. Something of this will be sceu and felt in the followinl! facts:The increase of wealth in the (!nited 1-tatcs from 1 :W to 1830 was 41
per cent; from ]H30 to 1K40. +:! per cent; in the next decade H4 per
cent and in the last census decade. the property of the loyal State~,
(slaves excluded.) increa~cd 1:26 per cent. while the wealth of l:i-reat
Britain did not incrca e between the years 1 50 and 1860 more th:rn 37
per cent upon her large c:1pital. which was nearly he-fold the value of'
ours at the bcginninl,!' of the term. \~'hat i-hall be the rate of increase iu
our next ten years may be ,safely left for the time to determine.
nder
the head of R esources of the .I\T1.1t;on. we fihnll offer our estimates. for
considerntion. and here only call attention to the n1st effect it is likely to
have in reducin{? the burden of our debt irreatly below the comparatiYe
statement of the tables referred to.
l lcfore lcavin)! this branch of our subject we ha\'e ~ometh ing to i-ay upon
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THE CREDIT OF Tllr. XATIO;,i'.

and under this head, a comparison with the credit of the go,·crnment
dur ing our last war with 0-reat ]3ritain. and with that of Great Britain
through her wars with the Vreneh Republic and Bonaparte.
In the reign of William and :\lary, and thenceforward till that of
Geor~c the Second, (168!) to 1727 ,) the British (!o,·crmucnt loans were
made at the varied rates of interc~t of·be money market nf the time, and
the i-tocks issued for such loans wcr, tor the exact :unounts of the money
received at t he exchequer ; but before the debt reached one hundred
millions it became the practice of the fiscal miui~tcr · to fix the rates of
interest as nearly at 3 or 8~ per cent as possible. necei<l<arily increasing
t ho nominal amount of the stocks i~sued to the equivalent of tho higher
rate of interest rulin7 the loan at the time. I t was the :n-owed policy of
the minister,, to nii~e their loan~ at the least annual expense. without
regard to the amount of the nominal, or fictitious capital; a policy by which
the debt i~ ~o much incrca~cd upo11 those wlw mu~t pny its princip:1I. and
the current burden diminii,hed to those ;, ~.o contract it.
Under this rule the total unredeemed debt of l~ngland is known to be
quite two-fifths greater than the af!'grehratc of the moneys :1dYnnccrl by the
lenders. In round number;; the pre~ent debt of ~00 millions of pound-;
sterling stands for -l 0 millions borrowed. and 3:20 millions added, as a
capital equivalent to the difference between the annual ntte of intere~t
paid and the actual rate .1t which the money wu~ borrowed. .h this
subject touches the relatiYe credit of our io,·ernmc11t in the money market,
we propose to giYC it due co11s idcrntion.
CO:<T 01' llH ITlSII

LfJ.lX:-.

The English loans, made from 1793 to 181G. amounted to £906.:!li7.808
sterling; of this sum, £225,828,771 were redeemed withi n tho period.
at a loss of discount on the priucipal of .tu,638.f\31. Taking no further
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notice of these temporary loans. let us look at the cost of tho~e which
stood unredeemed at the end of the period.
Between 1793 and 1803, these loans 11orninally mnounted to £286913,703, which were sold at the average of £57 7s. 6d.. cash receiYed
for every £100 of stocks issued-discount -12¾ per cent. From 180;{ to
1816, (inclusi,e,) £393,525,3:29 sold at £60 7s. 6d.-discount 89~· per·
cent. 1n dollars. these discounted loans amounted to 8~09 millions;
cash recei,ed, 1957} millions; average discount upon the aggregate, 40.8-J..
or nearly -H per cent. To aYoid laborious and unnecessary calculations,
we shall assume that all the loans of the period . whether made at 4 or 5
or any other rate of interest, were made at a rate of discount equivalent
to that of the 3 per cents.
These loa11s were some of them perpetual, some of them for lives, some
of them for terms of years. '!.'his circumstance, however, does not affect
tht amount of annual interest paid upon thew. which raises the rate of"
the nominal 3 per cents to 5.0715 per cent on the amount of money
received from the lenders. But this is not the whole cost. There is a
surplus of exactly 40.8-!581 per cent excess of llrincipal, or fictitious
capital. to be paid when the debt is reimbursed or converted. 'l'o obtain a
con1parison with the rates and cost.s of om· own loans. we must treat them
as maturing for reimbursement or conversion in twenty years; and to
ascertain the value of the excess of nearly 41 in the 100 dollars of debt.
we will suppose it proYided for out of the cash proceeds of the loans
themsehes. by investing the required amount in a sinking fund for that
purpose, at the rate of interest paid upon the cash proceeds. The princiJ)al of such sinking fund. or the stun which, in forty semi-annual
re-investments of the accruing interest, at the yearly n1tc of 5.0715 per
cent, will amount to the excess or fictitious principal. is 815.0015 in the
100 of such excess; and this sum, deducted from the cash received,
leaves but $44.15269 in the hundred of the stocks issued at the nominal
rate of 3 per cent per annum, and raises the actual rate to exactly
6.7946, or over 6!/- per cent upon the net proceeds of th(! loans.
Thus analyzed. the interest of the boasted 3 per cents of the English
funds rises nearly eight-tenths of on_e per ceut hi/.?:her than that of our
6 per cents, sold at par. (See Statement No. 3.).
It is true that the longer a discounted loan, ot· lloan sold under par, has
to run before maturing, the less the principal required to pro,idc
for the excess by the sinking fund system. But, on the other hand. the
longer such loan runs, the longer t-b e borrow~r , ~ays interest upon the
fictitious part of the principal. ]~ngland pays one and.eight-tenths per cent,
annually, abo,c the normal rate, so long as the limn stands unredeemed.
This must be taken to quite over-balance t~ advantage arithmetically
deducible from the longer term, as compared with American twenty-year
loans. This procedure evidently docs the English loans no injustice;
but we arc the less anxious to be exact here, because the suwiosed sinking
fund provision is a mathematical chimera at best, as we shall presently see.
But, before we leave this point, it is to be obser,ed that the relative
credit of the two govemment.s invo!Ycs, necessarily . the consideration of the
DIFFERP.X'l' XOIDIAL UA'n;s OF TH.E JtES1'}:CTlVE GOVt:llXME:-."T J, OANS.

W hen we show that the annual rate of intere:-t paid by E ngland on
her nominal 3 per cents amounts to 5.0715 per cent ou the cash received
from the lender, we l1ave only the arithmetical proportion to the rate of
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our own loan1'; we mu~t sec how for the actual rate paid excccd.s the
usual rate. when no cau~e i~ operating either to rai~ or depre;.s the price
of' Go,·crnment stocks. Taking £!)3 in the l1undrcd as the normal price
of' Englifih 3 })Cl' cent~. in tl1cir own money market, we obtain 3.225 per
cent a,; the normal rate of intcre,,t upon her Go,·ernment loan!'.
The extremes of f\uotualion in the price of consols, in tbe ln~t twenty
years. were from 78? to 1017. ·when the Go,·ernruent buy,; up a few
millions of lier debt, con;.ols rii,c to par, or above it filightly. When
it borrows a few additional millionH, they go down. In ] 8-!8 they fell to
90; in 1 5-!, with the Crimean War on hand. t11cy fell to 85. They are
fairly worth 9:-l when all things arc in good usual order. The credit of
t110 British Oovernmcnt, then, during tho period of lier Ion~ struggle
with the first Xapolcon. was at 11~ per cent below par. mea;;urcd by the
rate of intere~t on loans. in their own market.
OUR l,OA)IS )1.1.Dl: DURl:-(0 Tin: PRE 1::,-r R};Ul: 1.LJOX,

compare with the ]~nglish just considered, thus:- In April, )[ay and
.July, 1861, the Secretary of the Treasury sold $60,-!0fl.000 six per cent
loans. below pur, receiving for that amount of stocks i:,.~ued. 853.813.5!>6
-a,erage discount, 10.Vl per cent. The rnte of intere~t on these loans,
therefore, rises to 6.7353 per cent upon the money received for them,
and. taking our normal rate as 5 per cent. they were 1.7353 al.lOYe it-not so bad as the English 3309 rnillions by one-tenth of one J)Cr cent.
Uomparecl with 42 millions borrowed by our own Gove rnment in 1 13
.ind 1 1-1, they look even better. 'l'hose were di~cotmted at a rate that
put the interest on the money received up to 7.0,173 per cent, or two
per cent above our normal mtc.
In the autumn of 1~61. )Ir. Chase offered his popular loan of HO
millions, at 7 1~ per cent interest, redeemable in three years. It was
taken at par. By om rule of estimating the credit of these loans, this
was at Zf0 per cent abo,c the norm11l rate. In 1 15, the British Go'\"ernment sold n loan of 175 111illio1111 of dollars-giving 17-! pounds of 3
per cents, and 10 pound.s of -! per cents, for every hundred pounds
receh-cd. That price puts the intcrc. t UJ> to 5.62 per cent on the money
1·ecei,cd, or 2.395 above t he nor mal rate.
These loans of ours, made in the worst days of the rebellion, it appears,
compare fM·orably wi t h those made by E ngland in the tiruc of her troubles.
Our loans of 1861 were made at 34} per cent above our normal rate of
i nterest ; the mass of England's, at 56 per cent abo,e hers.
)Ir. Chase lrns sold no other loans below par. For comparison und
contrast of all these transactions, see 'l'abula r Statement ~o. 3, Appeudix.
B ut
T in: ACTUA (, COST OF T IIESl: J,OANS

is not found or ~hown t ruly by t he mode of statement and estimation usually
adopted with loans sold under par. The sinking fund system, as applied to
providing for the payment of the amount of discoun t out of the cash proceeds
of the loans, or other money borrowed for the pur pose. has proved itself
a failure. In England it so far disappointed the expectation of 1·clief, t hat
th e pa r t of it which consisted of borrowed money was abolished t hirty-five
years a;ro; the Finance Committee of the H oul'c of Commons reported
that in the t weh·e years ending in 1828, the commissioners lrnd effected
a reduction of the debt to the extent of only three and a half millions.
A sinkin;r f'uud made up of ~urplus rc,enuc' . ha;, ~omc mcauin!? and w,c;
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but when it is supplied by direct loans, or by OYer-estimatcs of cxpc11diturc~.
made for the purpose of putting the surplus of such appropriations to this
use, it is a f'ailme. The real cost of a discounted loan is the whole excess
of interest paid upon it while it runs, and the excess of the principal paid at
maturity; and this total may be well expressed by the proportion it bears
to the sum actually received from the lender.
We haYe added to our comparath·e statement (.No. 3) of the English
and American loans, severnl columns, to exhibit this apprehension of the
cost of the loans. and the relative credit of the Governments making them.
FEDJ:RAJ, CREDIT IN 1861 AND 18G3.
The credit of our Government, as expressed by the enthusiasm with
which the people have met the calls of the Treasury, first in the autumn
of 1861, and now in foe summer of 1863, is a theme fitter for the poet
and orator, than for the graver t,reatmeut of a mere statistician. It cannot
be justly despatched in a paragraph, but a word or two will be in place
here.
The 7-30 loan of HO millions was issued in bonds of 50, 100, 500,
1,000, 5,000 and 10,000 dollars. Of these, 15-!,518 of the lowest
denomination, and 19-1,141 of the nex.t hi.,.her grade were sold, being
nearly three fourths of the whole number (-!85,608.) :'!fr. Jay Cooke, the
Philadelphia agent for the sale of these bonds, reports that full eighty
millions of the amouut went through the agents and first purchasers
directly i11to the hands of the people in exchange for coiu.
This popular loan was made at par a few weeks after the first Bull Run
battle, and iu answer to tl1e announcement of tl1e Londou Times, that
England would not advance a shilling upon tl1c faith and credit of the
Federal Government.
Just now, in the month of :'l:Iay, 1863, another pop1dar loan is running
at the rate of 64 ruillions subscribed at pm·, G per ce°:t stock, in 31 days,
-running at this rate under the shadow of another announcement of the
" Thunderer" that: "If the American war be prolonged much longer, or if
the subjugation of the South be accomplished either late or soon, American
finance must be without hope "-to which the people of the North reply
by taking 36,691 of the $50,
of the $100, and 48,871 of the $500
bonds, and greatly more than the~f of them within the space of a calendar
month!
Now, recollecting that on the failure of a treaty of peace with Fi-ance
in 1797, aud the mutiny of a handful of British sailors, Consols tumbled down to -!H, and stood at fro1u 57 to 60 from 1793 to 1816, we
should like to hear from the Times on the probable effect upon British
Government stocks and the credit of the English exchequer, if a civil
war, like that now raging iu the United States, were to break out in
Great Britain, involving one-third of the United Kingdom in revolt against
the British Government.
We will h elp the reply by furnishing the facts of the money market
history which showTHE CO~lPARATIVE CREDIT OF GREAT BltITAIN AND THE l'EDERAL
GOVERNMENT, IN TIIEilt RESPECTIVE TDlES OF TRIAL.

The normal prices of the British 3 per cents being 93, and standiug
always above 89 from 1730 to 1745, they foll during the Scotch rebellion
of 17-!5 to 76; at the close of the American war, (1781,) to 54; in ] 797
to 4H, and in 1854 (Crimean war) to 85¼.
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'l'he Uuited States 6 per cent 20 year coupon bonds were at 9 to !)2
in September 1861, in April· 1862 rose to 98, in J une t-0 107¼, fluctuated,
between July and December, from par to 10-!, aud from January 1863 to
April varied from 99 to 106:}.
The price of Gold in the respective markets presents the following
.relative ranges:
In the English market gold wa~ above 25 per cent premium for 3
_years from 1811; for two of those years above 30 per cent; one year and
a quarter above 36, and at -Ht from November 1812 to March 1813.
At ~ew York 5 months after the suspension of specie payments gold was
at J per cent premium; during 3½ months, from 3d July to 20th October
1862, it was under 30; for two months after, above 33; from 1st January
1863 to 3d of :i\Iarch, fluttering from 33½ to 72}; after which it went
,down to -!6 on the first of June.
'l'his lJistory, considered with reference to the respective conditions of
the two uations, is all in favor of the Federal Government.
A compm:ison of our present credit with that of our own government
.. in former exigencies, is even more surprising. The loans of 1799 and
1800 were sold at a discount of 17 .29 per cent; those of 1813 at 12 and
11.75; those of )larch 181-1- at 19.86; and the total of the discounted
loans from 1799 to -!th March 1861, at an average discount of 12.55 per
cent; while the total of the present Secretary's loans sold under par,
calculated upon the p:n· of 6 per cents, fall to 5.9 per cent, a,crage
discount!
On a foll review of all the facts are we not -~afe in saying that in the
,ery midst of this hurricane of civil war, our 'Treasury is in smooth water.
Closely connected with the Federal debt and the expenditures of the
civil war. is the
Ul'i'ITJ~D S'l'Al'ES CURRF.NCY,

which represents so large a portion of the debt, and is used as the medium
of payment by the Treasury in liquidating the extraordinary expenditure
of the war.
As in the case of our national debt, we are best able to grasp and
understand the question of our currency by comparing its present condition with that of the corresponding period of England's history-a history
which worked itself into issues so well understood, that we may readily
see the facts of our own case, and forecast the results, by the light thus
afforded us.
The jeremiads rehearsed and wept over the English debt we have seen.
)lore doleful, if that were possible, was the JHlblic feeling on the subject
-0£' their currency. The figures that did the sen-ice of reducing John
Bull to despair in 1815 stood thus, according to the estimate of Mr.
L loyd. who is received as the best authority in this branch of statistics:
Bank of En~land Xotes.. ................. 27J, millions of pounds.
"
'·
Country ]~,mks, ........................... .-!5
Scotland and Ireland, ......................3U
"
"

103i- equal to 50,1, millions dollars.

Exchequer Bills, .......................... .41¼

'·

" 202

"

"

Total circulation, ......................... .145

"

,. 706

"

"
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Thi~ amount. in a population of 19 millions gives an average of $37 .16
per capita.
In the 8 years from 1 -!-! to 1851 the average circulation of all the
Banks and Bankers of the three kingdoms was 172½ millions of dollars,
and the ~werage outstanding exchequer bills 87½ lllillions dollars. 'l'otal
average circulation of those years, 260 millions of dollars, which in a
population of 27¼ millions gives a circulation of $9.53 a head. Thus,
when the wealth of England was but 10,400 millions of dollars, t)1e
circulation was four times greater tlrnn in 18+4-51 , when the wealth
was more than the double of 1815. or, in relative amount fu ll eight tin1es
0 reater.
0
Here was abundant opportunity and no slight apparent warrant for an
outcry. England's gold was drained to exhaustion by her war expenses
and subsidies paid abroad. Bonaparte held the opinion that she must
succumb when reduced to an utterly redemptionless note currency. The
opponents of the government, the bullion-heads and the whole body of the
alarmists and despoudents, held the same doctrine. The famous bullion
committee of the H ouse of Commons, of which the afterwards distinguished
;"\Ir. Huskisson was a member, sustained it; arguing as ably as the best of
our democrats, for a cash, and against a credit, circulation; and recommending an instant return to cash payments, without regard to consequences, or any respect for impossibilities.
The prevalent fecliug is thus stated in Knight's History of England :
··The members of the Parliamentary opposition, and the opposition
newspapers had assured the world, that Great Britian was altogether
incapable of continuing ,1 struggle which was draining up her resources;
that she was exhausted mid impoYerished; and that e,'ery effort she
made airainst the power and will of France, only hurried on he,r final
ruin. But here was a voice of another kind; here a Committee of the
House of Common~. composed of men of name and reputation. some of
whom h,tcl recently belonged to the ) I inistry, declared in a report to the
whole country that the paper currency was depreciated, and was becoming
every day more and more like the ass,:qnats of the F1·ench Hevohttionists. "*
Now let us see how our green-backs and other currencies comparenot with the Assignats, nor even with tlw "Continental money" of our
Revolution, but with '' the depreciated and depreciating" Bank of
England notes, every dollar of which wus at the par of gold, three years
after they were at their worst, which was three times worse than at tlie
date of the Parliamentary report, which we h:we quoted at some length,
to show that the Vallandigham Committee Address of last year has au
authority for facts, forms, priuciple8 and prophecy, clear and close enough
for a precedent, and well nigh JJl'OYiug itself a plagiarism besides.
THE BANK NOTE CIRCULATIO'.\' OF 'l'IIE U'.\'l'l'.ED STATES,

from 1852 to 1859-8 years-averaged 146 millions, making $9.06 per
~1pita. On the 1st of )lay. 1863, the ba11k circulation of the loyal
"'These assignats which ha,,e been rendering a like service to the "opponents" of our
government, in our '•Hous.o of Commons" and in the newspapers, l\'Cro a paper cunency
i.sued by the N ationlll Assembly of France in 1700. At. one period the enormous sum of
eight roilliords or eight thousand millions of froncs, equal to 1480 millions of dollars, were
in circulation in France and its dependencies. They were called ossigna.ts because the
national domain, consisting chiefly of the property of the church and the confiscated
estates of the emigrant noblesse, wns a••i911•d for their security and re,lemptiou. They
heeame waste paper, and at a ,-ery Jato period might be seen pasted upon the cottage walla
of t,he French proviuccs as monuments of the time when they fell worthless in tho hands
of the holders.
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States (assumed to be the same 11s in December last) was SHiSA00,000;
the United States notes a.nd fractional currency. $39-!,920.956. To these
add the one year Certificates of Indebtedness, which may be taken to
correspond, in .tlrn way of circulation. to the Exchequer Bills of England.
In tabulal' stntcmcut, thus. :I

:.~~[;0~'~

()#DOI.LS,

PJcR CAP,

I

>,llLLrosa

o,oo~.

PJCR c ,u•.

--- - --- :- - - -- -

Great Britain. ill 1815. Bank Xot.e~...... . ..
50-! S26.5zi
Loyal U. ~-,_1st )fa~, -~3. Treas. & ~-k K'ts............ ....... I 563¼ $t 3.47
Great Bntam, 1810, Exchequer Bills.. .. .. .
202 10.63
Loyal U.S .. ] st )lay. '63. (;ertfk Indcbt's... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... l-!2i
5.9G
Totals, .. . .... . ... . .. . . .. .. ........... ..... . ..

706,$37 .15

i06 !32!.l.43

Total average circulation of Great B ritaill.
13-1.:.1
1 51,.... .... ......... .. .. .. .. ... ..
260 s9.53
Total average circulation of loyal l' nited
States, 1851 to 1859 .. .. ... .. .............
H6
Wealth of England in 1815, ....... .... ....... 10.400
Wealth of loyal U. S. in 1863......... .... .. I.... ..... ......... 13,395

to

j.... ..... .. .. .....

I

9.06

Thus it appears that our total circulation, iu 1863, is exactly equal to
that of England in l 15- our wealth being three-tenths greater, and our
per capita circulation more than one-fifth less. :'.\Ioreover, their circulation quadrupled tl1cir own aYerage of a much later date ; ours slightly
more than trebles our avernge of a period three years gone.
Now if England's Exchequer Bills, and Bank of J~ngland Notes,
making 335 millions of their circulation, were as good as gold t.hree yenrs
after the time of their greatest'· depreciation." the hackneyed comparison
with the Assignat~ failed tenibly; and ,ye may very properly call the
attention of our committees of Congress. statesmen, editors, and their
copyists. to the difference there has been, once before, between the
.Assignats, as a fig·me of specrh, and the currency they were employed to
caricature.
Our "inflated currency," so far as the b:rnks are concemed. does not
exceed our average, in specie-paying times, more than 22 millions, or
15 per cent. As to the green-backs, the history of the 5-20 loan, in the
month of i1ay, shows that the Secretary can fund any surplus of them in
circulation, at the rate of two millions a day; or, if he were in a hurry,
by calling for bids he could do it, at twenty days notice, at once-which
brings us to the conclusion, that tho day on which the war closes will be
j ust the day before the resumption of specie payments, to all intents
and purposes.
The suspension of specie payments lasted twenty years in England.
H er Bullionists bravely, for all those tweDty years, in the very teeth of
the facts, declared that a purely credit circulation could not be maintained;
and, under favor of war prices and speculations in gold, kept up the cry
of "depreciation," to the bitter encl. Taking it for certain that this
piece of history must get a rehearsal among us, we content ourselves with
furnishing the materials for better opinions, to better men; and precedents
and forms of despair to those who must needs see things the way they
don't like them, and don't like to see things just the way they are.

OUR NATIONAL RESOURCES.
We propose to treat this subject under the following headR : 1st. 'fhe capital, or present valne of the property of the people-estimates based upon the official returns of the Census Bureau.
2d. How the resources of the Union are affected by th~ ~ecession of
the rebel States.
3d. Our prospective resources.
1ST.

l'UESENT CAPITAL OF THE LOYAL SI'A'l'ES.

Having already given the official valuations, we give now only a brief
recapitulation, with explanations :-

UnitedStates, ...
"
" ...
Loyal States,. ....
United States, ...
Loyal States,.....
"
" ... . .

;~:O

lUUL ,4:,10 1>2R80S.&L

I

lncrea$'d
1

PRODU~ OP 'rO'.I 'i'Jt.ut.

17~~"~:::~3 S 3,7~:~;~~,000 ~~ :~::~· Sl,063,135,000
1850 23,191,8761 6,174,349,828 64
1,985,831,000
1850 15,924,122 4,728,247,586 .... ... 1,513,039,227
1860 31,429,891 14,183,215,628 1129.7 3,736,000,000
1860 22,328,1331 10,716,109,961 126.6 2,818,336,919
1863 24,000,000 13,395,137,451 1 25
3,522,9:21,184
EXPLANATION OF TR:F;S~; 1-:S'.l'l.\JA'l'ES.

The authority for the population and valuation of the pr~.r,erty of the
country and the rate per cent of increase for the years 1840, H,50 and 1860
is the official report-~ of those decades made by the Census office. The ,alues
of the products of the census years 18-!0 and 1850 are the estimates of Professor 'l'ucker, based upon the census returns. The estimates of the products
of 1860 are our own, following the same rule of computation. '.l'he
population and valuation of 1863 are obtained by the same rule.
It will be obser,ed that the products of the year J 850 are 32 per cent,
and those of 1860 are 26.3 per cent of the valuation of the property.
These amounts are greatly below the trnth. They do not yield a per
capita. production of annual values beyond the necessary consumption of
the people, and, of course, can afford nothing to the constant accumulation
of wealth. The obvious deficiency is owing to the following ca.uses : The census returns take no account of the agricultural products and
domestic manufactures of our farmers consumed by their families and
their employes; who in 18-!0 were quite three-fourths of the population,
and were nearly in as large proportion in 1850, and approaching it in
1860.
.Again, the vast total of mechanical products which individually fa.11
below the value of S500 per annum, is omitted.
Nor is there any notice taken of the labor employed in clearing and
improving lands, in building and repairing railroads, canals, houses,
manufactories, steamships and other vessels; nor of the labor in transportation on the ocean, lakes, rivers, canals, railroads, highways, &c. ; nor,
of the labor in the mines and forests. The labor thus overlooked finds
expression only in the reports of such products as go into market, by the
addition it makes to their value. But very much the largest portion escapes
B
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a.ll 111Hicc. oxceptio the decennial valuation of the real and personal property
of the people.
Another ca!JSe of disproportion between our estimated annual production
and the cnl1:1nced value of property. is the great and rapid enhancement
in the value of our real property, which is immense in the new States and
Territories. and even moi·o surprisi ng in the older States.
In this brief and imperfect enumeration of the industrial products and
services omitted by the i\l arshals. probably one-half of the annual yield
of the country lies uncounted. B ven in England, where the assessor and
the exciseman watch theh\borand business of the country with the vig ilance
1md the a.uthority of inquisitors, it is believed that one-fourth of the industrial product., escape them. H ow much more of this must happen among
a people living in such abundance that the half of them take no note for
thern~elvcs of' what they acquire or consume.
Our official valuations, and the estimates of experts. arc, for these reaaons,
very 11hor t ol' the mark ; but they serve the purpo e of comparative
estimates very well. They probably correspond with sufficient exactness
to gi\•e us. not t he amount of our wealth, but the rate and proportions of
its progress, and ~o enable u~ to measure the relative ability of the
country at different periods t-0 bear its bmdens and p1·ovicle for its
expenditurc-;-a subject already presented to the reader in sufficient
fullnc-.•.-. T,et u,; now endea\"or to under~tand:!NJ).

HOW OUR 1u;:-:ouRCf:s .un; AFFECTED JIY SECEHSION.

The R ebellion lca\'es ou1· capital in real and personal property just where
it wa!': before secession.
The public domain !yin!? within their limitll. and the material wealth
on its surface and nnder it, ne\'CI' did, and, under the slave syteru, never
would repay expenses of purchase and cl1nrges to the F ederal Government;
and, with a thousand millions of acres of unseated la nds, all lying north
and west of the slave region, whicl1 the 0overnment is l'cady to give free
of charge to the occupant;<, it is not soil or minerals, forest or rivers,
mountains or valley,, that we need, (for any purpo-,e) beyond that which is
in 0111· possession. (See 'J'abular Statement No. 4.) '.l' hese lands undispo ed of'. are practically unlimited in value to the nation, and indirectly
to the Treasury. .\ national debt thrice the amount of England's could
not ontlast the period in which they will be corning into available value,
or the production of taxable wealth to our people. as we shall presently see.
The ,tbatell resources of the n;1tion in direct taxe,,, occasioned by the
rebellion, may be stated in a word:
Con!?ress by the act of 5th _\ugust, l 61. a~sessed a tax of twenty
millions upo11 the whole United States, apportioning to each State its
constitutional sha1·e of the levy. Of this sum the portion charged upon the
loyal tales was Sl 5. -16.0-H; the portion of the R ebel tates was
$4,153,952, a trifle more than one-fifth of the whole amount. Even
in this meagre amount 3,470,121 slaves arc charged as 2,082,072
per..on~; an clement of taxation which it is to be prc~umed would not
long remain in the present aspect of this world's affairs, and which if
deducted would leave the rebel states at one-seventh of the Union for this
purpo,,c. or liable for one dollar in ijeven of the direct taxes to be rnised
for tlae use of the Mtion.
Since l lG the Shn-e States have contributed uothin~ to the treasury
in land or property tax. They have enjoyed the political power of a slave
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basis of representation iii congress and in the electoral college, nearly
half a century, in entire e:Kemption from the cost of their side of the
compromise.
So far then this is only a loss of that which we haYe not had, and, at
best or worst, a very small one in any time of need. But the secession
of the rebel StRtes is a question of both
PROFIT AND LOSS.

.\mong other things, we are disburdened of near five millions per
-annum of mail e:Kpenses, which their accommodation cost the North.
Along with this, innumerable items and grand aggreg-ates of civil e:Kpen<liture; anne:Kation and filibustering enterprises--such as e:Ktinguishing
Indian title to lands within their borders, or beyond them, for their use;
-and perpetual acquisitions of territory for their e:Khaustive slave culture,
with the n:ttional wars and wickedness attending. 'l'heir contingent of
one dollar in five or seven of direct taxes, weighs like a feather in the
scale a~ainst these masses of e:Kpenditure made in their behalf at the cost
-0f the free people of the nation.
One other item of the political account Curren~
THE INDlltEOT TAXES,

\

paid by them into the treasury as consumers of foreign import.s, lrns been
.a source of strife ever since the customs, of which the five-si:Kths were
paid by the north, seemed no longer necessary to s.-ive them from the payment of all other taxes. While the debt of the revolution and of the
last war remaiued to be met, they were content to let the free states pay
86 per cent ·of it in customs duties-the great nullifier of 1833 voting
for the tariff of 1816. But so soou as the national debt was discharged,
duties for protection became vastly more unconstitutional than nullification
or rebellion.
A.s profit and loss this item stands thus : the South consumed of foreign
imports something less than 50 per cent of their proportion according to
population, which runs their contribution down to 14 per cent of the total
import duties, or seven millions of the ordinary income from customs, per
annum.
If they are sure that this was a loss to them, we know that it was not
a. corresponding profit to the North. Their incessant endeavor, and not
unfrequent success, at reducing the productiveness of this branch of the
revenue, really occasioned incalculable losses to t.he North. But such as
it is, it must stand in finance reports as a. loss, and we have given the full
~mount of it.
The effect of the severance of the Union upon the commercial and industrial interests of the North would, under the laws of trade be nothing. Commerce is not limited by political boundaries. But the rebellion, the war of the
rebellion and the blockade, must have had some influence. Let us see:l sT.

UPON OUR EXPORTS TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES-

which may be e:Kpressed in the reported money values, as the prices
of commodities in foreign market.s are unaffected by the rebellion and
our domestic currency.
Our fiscal year ends on the 30th of June. During the year ending
J une 1862, trade with the seceded States was interdicted and suspended.
For this year we hav.: the official report of our foreign trade complete.
In Tabular Statement No. 5 our domestic e:Kports (e:Kclusive of gold and
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silver) for the complete year. 1861-2 are compared with those of all tho
States of the Union in the year 1859-60 the last complete fiscal year before
the rebellion;· showing also, the necessary decrease of Southern exports in
1861-2, and the increase and decrease of Northern exports iu the latter
fiscal year as compared with those of' 1859-60.
The estimated share of the South in the exports of the year 1 59-60.
of animal and vegetable products, usually classed as agricultural, of
tobacco, hemp, manufactures, &c., is carefully made.
The statement
shows the increase of ~orthern exports, as follows :-animal products, (ag'l)
19¼ millions of dollars, vegetable 60! millions, of tobacco near 7 millions,
and of other articles of domestic production, the balance of 9 millions.
The decrease in the products of the sea and forest together, is less
than two millions; of man ufactures, 13! millions; lOt millions of thi:.
decrease bcin~ in cotton ~oods and manufactured tobacco, for lack of'
the staple of the former, and by closure of' the Southern ports against the
export of the latter. The total decrease amounting to 15! millions; which
leaves a resulting total increase of 73½ millions of exports of .Xorthern products over their own total in 1 59-60.
But the total exports, Northern and Southern, of 1859- 60 exceeded the
average of the preceding six years by 69 millions, and the highest of them,
1 58-59, by 3 millions. To the average total exports of those six years
the loyal States contributed 101 millions; in 1 GO, 10 millions; and in
1862, 18H millions; which makes the excess of 1 62 full 80 millions abo\'e
the average of t he previous six years.
The amount of profit and loss in tho export trade of the two years compared, therefore, stands thus :-a gain in the 1>roprietary profits of 7 3 millions
worth ofexport~,against the commissions and transportation profits upon that
portion, about one-twelfth perhaps, of :W millions of Southern products
which would otherwise have found their way out into the world through
Northern hands.
None of the rules of arithmetic will pro\'e that a loss is a gain, but the
laws of productive industry have often converted losses into profits, "from
seeming evil still educing good," as under their rule mauy an instance of
great commercial gain has resulted in still greater loss.
This case of our foreign exports is an eminent instance of the truth of
an apparent paradox; and in the effects of the rebellion upon the total
productive industry of the loyal States, irrespective of their foreign trade, we
have another grand instance of great benefit gathered from a roucrh trial,
in which a people Jose thC'ir largest customer. and gain thereby increased industrial productiveness and profit. This involves an inquiry into the mechanical
and manufacturing industry of 1862-3 as compared wi th that of 18!30.
COMPARATIVE STATE OF NORTHERN DIDUSTRY DUR.I NG THE SOSPENS1O:'I' OF TRADE WITII THE SOUTU.

This inquiry into the business affairs of the day, to be caught on the
wing, before they have settled themselves into fixed and formally reoorded
results, throws us necessarily upon the estimates of experts. 'l'he results
of the most reliable investigation are gi\,en in detail in our tabular statement No. 6. Business men having the advantage of an inside view of
their own specialties, will make their own corrections of the estimated
productions of the current year, and we think it will be found that a
cautious avoidance of excess and over-statement has kept down the figures
considerably below the truth. The estimates were first made in December
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last for the use of the Bureau of Internal Revenue. In April Mr. Blodgetfelt
assured that the advance i n manufacturing during four months, required an
increase in the quantities of about 15 per cent: and we are now!¼ltisfied upon
inquiry that another addition of 10 per cent would not more than meet
the increase indicated by the business of June. 'f his would bring the
manufacturing industry of the present year in the loyal Sbtes just up to
the quantities produced in 1860. The middle column of the statement
expresses the quantities or relative quantities in the prices of 1860; the
third column is an estimate of the same quantities at the current wholesale
or first cost prices of the present time, which in the average are 25 per
eent above those of 1860; some of them befog fifty, a few seventy-five,
but many of them below twenty per cent higher than two years ago.
The total~ orthern manufactures of 1860, acccording to the census report,
amounted to $1,754,650,000. About one hundred and fifty millions of
these items are not compared with the like products of 1863, but assuming
t hat these hold the same ratio as those estimated in the table, it would result
that the temporary loss of customers, who formerly took six times more of
our manufactured products than all the world besides, has affected this
branch of our industry to the extent of barely 10} per cent; or if our
judgment be correct, has not lessened our production at all in quantity.
We believe that business men generally will hold this higher estimate to
be quite within the bounds of fact.
The knowledge of an immensely enhanced activity in all branches of
industry is brought home to every body in the free States by the almost
perfect distribution of its benefits. One class, and one class only, of the
people, and that a class which the general prosperity always injure~, suffers
something,-the class of annuitants, salaried officers, and people living
upon accumulated capital. Their incomes stand still at their former figure,
and vast amounts of their investments in mortgages and funds secured
upon property are paid off and sent seeking new investments. Debts of
record are settled this year to three times the amount ever known before,
and millions of propert_y are liberated from encumbrances. But it is the
fate of those who have thrown their support upon the industry of others to
suffer alike by general insolvency and general prosperity, with this difference,
that in the one case they suffer irreparable loss, but in the other, must some
way or other participate in the general advantage.
We speak not only upon common fame, but by the record on this subject.
The Recorders of Deeds and Mortgages and Clerks of Courts of Record
every where are our witnesses.
But the evidence is just as strong in every department of business.
The house, shop, and factory building in Philadelphia, taken from the
registry of permits, shows that in 1860, 636 buildings were in process of
erection in the first four months of the year, whereas in the corresponding
months ofl863, the number of permits rose to 911, and for the month of May
the office reports a larger amount of Inspector's fees than ever was received
in any month before. This report, better tban the number of buildings,
measures the value of the erections, for the fees are proportioned to the size
of the structures.
The reports of the Savings Banks are to the same effect, and most
remarkable among them is the state of those institutions in ~ew England.
In the five largest manufacturing towns, Lowell, Lawrence, \Valtharu, Fall
River, and Taunton, where diminished incomes if not ab8olute destitution,
among the people, who arc the chief depositors, was expected fron, the
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suspension of the Cotton )I ills-. the account published in March last show..
that in the year 1862 the number of depositors increased 2,687, and that
the amount of deposits incrcaEed Sl,162,264. '.l'bc Bank Commissioners of )lassachusetts in their report to the Legislature for 1 6:2-3 exhibit
an increase of 23,842 depositors and an increase of S5,61 ,235 in the
deposits, for the year, in the Savings Banks of the State.
When New England, that was believed to live upon cotton, shows such
an account at the end of two years of threatened ruin, the condition of the
rest of the country may be considered safe and sound.
Ono other sign and a very significant one, deserves notice here. The
price of paper, composition and other elen•cnts of the cost of book-making
have advanced quite :25 per cent, yet the best informed man in the trade.
the publisher of the /Jook~ellu's Circular, )Ir. G. W. Childs, of Philadelphia.
answers an inquiry fut to him thus: ·' From present appearances I am satisfied that there wil be more books sold this year in the loyal portion of
the United States than were ever sold in any one year when we had the
whole country to supply (both ~forth and South.)
Besides, business is
done mostly for cash, which never could be done with the Southern trade.
A leading house in Chicago writes me that they arc selling more books than
ever before-the same report from Cincinnati."
Such is the present state of the manufacturing and mechanical industry
of a people who have sent a million of their laborers and wealth-produceri!
into the Army!
We make no estimate of the agricultural products of the present year.
It is unnecessary. The regiou that in 1861-2, the first full fiscal year
of the rebellion, could spare from the sustenance of its anuy in the field,
eighty millions of bread stuffs and provisions for foreign trade above the
amount of its greatest e:x:ports in any former year, needs no other proof of
its capacity. 'f be crops now ripening to harvest promise grandly. 'J'hey
will not fall belO\v the best and largest. The soil will yield its usual abundance, and in the usual excess of the home demand; and it depends only
upon the foreign demand to bring our c:x:ports of food up to the amount iu
1862, or above it.
Such results as we have reached may well awaken some wonder. But such
demonstration as we ha;e been able to give them, though sufficient for the
argument, may leave some doubtr-rathcr, opinions surprised by such contradiction may require explanations before they admit the conclusions we
have reached.
There is an inveterate opinion abroad that the profits of labor and the
resulting wealth of a nation can be realized only through fon:ign trade;
that a State grows rich only upon the profits of its traffic with some other,
State and the greater the distance between them the better.* The doctrine
strengthens in proportion t-0 the size of the community. A. nation must bring
its wealth across a sea, and a fortiori, we must infer that the only chance
the globe bas for growing rich all over, is by a trade with the moon or
some other outlying province of the solar system. Consequently when a
working community loses a large foreign customer it mu,t go into bankruptcy. A very free-trader holds that a State can no more prosper by it,,
own domestic commerce, than two boys can make five dollars eacli by
*If a nation's wenlth grows only by its foreign trade, then the United States in
lhe decade ending 18()0 must have made 8,000 millions clear gain out of it~ 2,:J22
millions of domestic exports.
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exchanging their jackets. Yet he asserts that foreign t,rade yields
reciprocal profits. Leaving this philosophy for the enjoyment of its
inventors, let us see how
THE NOR'l'H LOSES A l,ARGE C{;STOMER A~ID PROSn:RS.

The half of our population of both sexes arc over fifteen years of age.
The same proportion held in 1850; but in that year only 27 per cent of' the
total population were in the various classes ot the "employed," which was
but 54 per cent, or a fraction more than half of' those over 15 years of age,
leaving 5¼ millions unemployed.
The proportion in 1860 may be safely taken to be the same, taking care
to remember, besides, how many of the '-employed" were but half employed.
In 1863 the populatiou of the loyal States by the usual rule of increase
would be 24,400,000. Taking it at 24 millions. "27 per cent of this number
gives us 6} millions as the number " employed" on the peace establishment,
and leaves us 5! millions of both sexes, as a reserve guard of industrial
forces to draw upon. 21!, millions of these are males above the age of
15- An abundant source of supply to fill the places of one million of' ruen
in the military service.
But put these 2¾ millions of men, and the 5½ millions left after the
military draft, upon full time at tempting wages, and all the wonder of the
increased production of a period of war vanishes. We could spare another
million and carry on the nation's work to a higher figure thnn it ever has
yet reached. Our calculations do not ask nwrc than an increased
productiveness of 25 per cent above that of the year 1 60. '!'here is
abundant provision for it. We have 12 millions of people above the age of
15. We send one million of them t0 the field, leaving us 11 millionf. We
put but 8t millions of them to work, against the 6} millions employed in
1860, which gives us 27 per cent increase in numbers merely, to say
nothing of the greater productiveness of the mass, under the stimulus of
war prices, choice of labor, and fullness of time, with all their earnings
and savings. The fact that a large proportion of our soldiers were of the
"unemployed" in 1860 makes still more margin for our estimntes, and
strengthens the explanation.
A close reader of these pages will notice that our calculations do not
require an increase of 25 per cent in the industrial products of the year.
We have not put either the manufacturing or agricultural estimates
above the products of 1860, but we have a lurking conviction that they
are at least that much enhanced. and finding the causes ample, give a
conjectural place to the effects, with abundant allowance for the inactivity
or failure among the causes which we find potentially present.
'!'he very best and healthiest of all the causes of this prosperity is that
one which has given us our own work to do-the congressional legislaLion
of 1861-2 upon import duties, aided by the high rate of foreign exchange.
For more than a year we have had the competing industry of Europe under
a tolerable commercial blockade, and the policy which saves a nation's work
for its own hands has had a demonstration of its wonder-working power
among us, which will not be lost when gold falls to par and peace puts in
practice the wisdom that war bas taught.
Occupied with the horrors and evils, the waste and the terrors of this
rebellion, some one may turn upon us with impatience and ask whether we
mean to prove that war is a blessing? No, alas! Ko. War, Pestilence
and Famine arc a leash of evils, usually associated, but happily separated
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in our case, sparing us the mo~t terrible, and so far modifying the fury of
the leader of the train, and with this further µJitigation, that for the time
it has broken up a wretched system of commercial policy, greatly more
destructive to the industrial interests of the nation than all the usual waste
of war. It bas muzzled the two blood-hounds that always hunt in couples,
slavery and jl'ee ti'adc, slavery ever crying for free fore(qn trade, and free
trade meaning nothing but slave men. Even a national d«-bt may be lighter
than a paralyzed industry, and may indirectly give the strength to bear its
burden, by protecting labor itself from foreign invasion, and keeping it
free to build up a nation's wealth.

PROSPECTIVE RESOURCES OF THE UNI'fED STATES.

In the treatment of this subject, we limit ourselves to the simplest
presentment of the principal data for the estimates and opinions to be
formed of the available wealth of the nation in the immediate future which
has our debt and expenditure to provide for. No reader, of common
understanding in these affairs, can need our help in forming his conclusions.
THE PUBLIC J,ANDS

lying witliin the loyal territory of the Union, open to settlement, and
undisposed of, are exl1ibited in Tabular Statement No. 4. This statement
was prepared in the Land Office. in the month of May, 1863. We have
added, from the official returns of the Census Bureau, the population of
the several States and Territories, embraced in the statement, and the
official valuation of the private property, real and personal, of the inhabitants in 1850 and 1860, with the rate of increase per cent, to give some
notion of the progress of which that region is capable. It appears that
nearly a thousand millions of acres of these lands remain undisposed of,
within an area of eleven hundred and thirty-two millions.
These lands, yet belonging to the Government, are not relied upon for
revenue arising directly from their sale to the occupants. The liberal provisions of the law of !IIay, 186:2, granting homesteads to actual settlers, the
bounty lands assigned to our soldiers, and the large donations made to the
States and 'ferritories for educational and other purposes, with the grants
to rail road and telegraph companies, will, in the opinion of the Secretary
of the Interior, prevent the receipt of any considerable revenue from that
portion of these public lands fitted for agricultural and pastoral uses. A
very moderate and very reasonable reservation of the products of the
precious metals, it is believed would in good time pay off our whole public
debt; but no such tax having yet been laid upon the miners of these
treasures, they are not now considered as a source of national revenue.
It is only as contributing to the wealth of the cultivators, and thus to
the taxable wealth of the nation, that they are now presented.
We see that in the region of these lands the private property of its
inhabitants increased in value in the ten years from 1850 to 1860, from
four hundred and fifty-two, to two thousand five hundred and twelve millions of dollars, or fu.ll 450 per cent; and the population from 2,613,000
to 6,0:27 ,000 perso11s-a clear gain of J30 per cent.
This is not the description of a wilderness, but rather realizes the idea
of "a nation born in a day." A progress so stupendous at, and even
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before, the golden era of their destiny, scarcely allows any limit to the
prosped which it opens.
No one, acquainted with the movement in this vast domain of 1,862,876
square miles, can have any doubt that the advance of the next ten years
will immensely overpass the last. We are personally acquainted with hundreds of men who are as old as the States of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois,
which now have an aggregate population of 5,400,000 souls, drawing their
living from the swface of the soil. If this has happened within the little
limits of a l1uman life-time, and within an area of 130,000 square miles,
what is the promise of a space fifteen times their measure, as rich in
agricultural forces, and underlaid with unlimited mineral wealth .f
The Commissioner of the General Land Office, in his report of the 29th
December, 1862, says :
·' The great auriferous region of the United States, in the western portion
of the Continent, stretches from the 49th degree of North latitudeapd P uget
Sound, to the 30° 30" parallel, and from the 102d degree of longitude
west of Greenwich, to the Pacific Ocean, embracing portions of Dakota,
Nebraska, Colorado, all of New Mexico, with Arizona, Utah, Xevada,
California, Ore<>on and W ashington Territories. It may be designated as
comprising ] 7 degrees of latitude, or a breadth of eleven hundred miles,
from North to South, and of nearly equal longitudinal extension, making
an area of more than a million of square miles.
" This vast region is traversed from North to South, first, on the Pacific
side, by the Sierra ~evada and Cascade ?!fountains, then by the Blue and
Humboldt; on the East, by the double ranges of the Rocky Mountains,
embracing the Wasatch and Wind River Chain, and the Sierra .Madre,
stretching longitudinally and in lateral spurs, crossed and linked together
by intervening ridges. connecting the whole system by five principal ranges,
dividing the country into an equal num ber of basins, each being nearly
surrounded by mountains, and waterc,d by 100\.rntain streams and snows,
thereby interspersing this immense territory with bodies of agricultural
lands, equal to the support not only of miners, but of a dense population."
" These mountains," he continues, "are literally stocked with minerals;
gold and silver being interspersed in profusion over tl1is immense surface,
and daily brought to light by new discoveries." "In addition to the
deposits of gold and silver, various sections of the whole region are rich in
precious stones, marble, gypsum, sal t, tin. quicksilver, asphaltum, coal,
iron, copper, lead, mineral and medicinal, thermal and cold springs and
streams."
·' The yield of the precious metals alone of this region will not fall
below one hundred millions of dollars the present year, and it will augment
with the increase of population, for centuries to come." "Within ten
years the annual product of these mines will reach two hundred millions
of dollars in the precious metals, and in coal, iron, tin, lead, quicksilver
and copper, half that su11.1." He argues the propriety of subjecting these
minerals to a Government tax of 8 per cent, and counts upon a revenue
from this source of 25 millions per annum, almost immediately, and upon
a proportionate increase in the future. He adds that " an amount of labor
relatively equal to that expended in California, applied to the gold fields
already known to exist outside of that State, the production of this year,
including that of California, would e.i.:ceed four hundred millions." '' In
a word, the value of these mines is absolutely incalculable."
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'fo open up these lands for immediate settlement, dcvelope their wealth,.
and connect them and the Atlantic States with the Pacific C(!ast, Congress
in J uly, 1862, incorporated a Company to construct a line of Rail Road and
Telegraph: granting to the Company ten square miles of public land in ten
alternate sections on both sides of the road and within ten miles of it, for
every mile of road made, completed and eq nipped; engaged, also, to exting uish the interfering Indian titles along the route, and lending the bonds
of the Government to the Company to the amount of sixteen thousand dollars for every mile of finished road, equipped and in running order, holding
the road mortgaged for the payment of the interest and redemption of these
bonds at maturity by the Company.
This, with all the indepeudeotinducenients, promises an early achievement
of the great enterprise of connecting the Pacific coast with the valley of the
Mississippi; unlockin~ the treasures of the vast region traversed, and peopling the great belt of highway with a race destined to open the transcontinental trade of the civilized world, and ultimately occupy the vast
basins of the Cordilleras from the 49th degree of ~orth latitude to the
heart of the semi-tropical Zone on their Southern border. These things
are not merely in the possible of the far.future, they lie not only in speculation, with centuries for its range-we touch the things we contemplate;
they arc in our grasp, and answer to the exigencies of the present.
'l'he people of the non-slave-holding States increased from 2,601,509 in
the year 1800 to 13,330,650 in 1850 or nearly six: times, before the Pacific
coast had fairly opened to t.hem, and while all the wealth of these
1,000 millions of acres lay unrealized and almost un known. Upon that
basis they swelled their numbers in the next ten years 41½, and their wealth
126 per cent. This grand capital of men in t he next 40 years will rise to
75 millions, and, thei r wealth beyond computation by the arithmetic of
progress in the past. 1'he loyal States to-day lack but one-fifth of t.h e
population of all the British Islands. They have in their hands a wealth
in the useful minerals, independently of those usually called the precious,
capable of a hundred times the product of theirs; an agricultural sweep
equal to feeding the world, and capable of bringing out of their domain all
that man can compel nature to yield to his wants.
The new and the golden lies out large and grand along the track of our
future, encumbered with a debt only one-third of the magnitude of that
under which England has augmented her wealth in 45 years from eleven
to thirty one thousand millions of dollars in value.
But this dazzling picture of our West and Northwest must not be allowed
to overshadow the hope that is in the States now called the older of the
Sisterhood. In the last ten years they have more than doubled the capital
of their wealth and added 4H per cent to their free population. Old as
they are called in the young family of the still younger, they are fresh in all
their energies and resources as on their natal day; and stronger by all they
have achieved for still greater achie,ement The new States of the Northwest have uontributed handsomely to the nationa.l growth, and greatly
augmented their own, but while Ohio appreciated 136 per cent, the old
States, New Jersey increased 133, Connecticut 185, and New York and
Pennsylvania, millionaries among the States, added respectively 70 and 96
per cent to their great capitals of 1850.
Who, and what shall limit the probabilities in the immediate future, of
.such a people, the masters of such possessions? If the statesmen of England feel assured that their debt is not only lessening but relat.ively
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dwindling in the progress of their wealth, a debt which in I 16 was an
incumberance of S41,14 upon every hundred of the value of the three
kingdoms but now only S12,34 on the hundred, though it stands in pounds
s terling within a trifle of its highest figure, what will be the effect upon
ours ?
Under our g reater rate of growth-three-fold greater in the last decade,
we will not venture to sny how much still greater in the next twenty years
- what will be the burden of a debt of twelve or fifteen hundred millious,
upon the wealth that s hall spring from our mines, our fields, our work-shops
and our commerce ? '£heir acquisitions are the small profits extorted by illpaid labor from sources limited in quantity and variety to a trifle in
comparison ;-ours are practically unlimited; measured, not by miles and
acres but by de~rees of latitude and longitude, and varied by eve ry shade of
influence that the sun rains on civilized mankind; stored with every species
of wealth that the world knows and wants; lying all along and covering the
historic zone of civilization; measuring an area equal to all Europe, Russia
excepted, and offering one-half of its tribute g ratuitous ly, while with the
other half it rewards industry at full four-fold the rate of profit known in
the old world.
May we not now conclude that a people so situated, so circumstanced_
way not only bear, but quickly discharge a debt relatively no heavier than
that which they extinguished in less than a score of years, a whole generation since, with this important difference between them, that in the
poverty of our national infancy the principal and the profits of our loan&
went away from us into foreign hands, but now we are our own creditor;
having all tbc advantage in the liquidation of our comparatively small
debt that enables England to support her immense one. In the language
of one of their best writers and thinkers, " The money collected and
expended at home, equalizes itself' and acts only as a force to increase
activity of circulation."
This is sound doctrine. The bus iness prosperity of the passing year is a
demonstration; and we may assure ourselves that so long as this burden
rests upon us, its profits to the lenders will return to the treasury in abatement of that burden,-a perpetual circulation, replenishing the treasury
as the rivers feed the sea, and reflowing upon the people as the sea refreshes
the land.
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TABULAR STATEMENT No. 1.
.National J;;xpenditure, Nativnal Debt, Burden of Debt, and Taxes of
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, France, and tlte
United States, at the times mentioned with the Population and Valuation of Real and P ersonal Properl!J,

EXPENDITURR

-- - - 1
l~ofDoll•r•.
-•tin::~~• perValtllf~
\Total Expendlture.\ Ex~~d t•ro
ap · _ _ __ _
per Cap.

Population.

a,•-}

Great Britain,
erage of 1813
and 1814........
Do. do. 1816 ...........
Do. do. 18.i6...........
Do. do. 1861.... .......
Franco, 1863....... ....
U. States, 1791........
1816.... ...
Loyal U. States,}
average of two
year s, 18Gl-3 ...

- - --- - -19,276,000
28,360,000
29,334,788
37,282,000
4,007,371
8,678,866

10,450
2ti,699
31,612
24,318
760
1,800

24,000,000

18,395

-- I ear.

---

-

18,600,000 $10,400 $ 502 101 $,jli,364,812

---

I

Public Debt.

l"

--

941
1074
660
187
207

43 43!1,,53,041
22 850,656,676
181 422,086,108
00
9,141,600
40
48,244,405

5(>8 00,

DEBT.
Debt

Jnt•re>t per

_ _ _ _ _ _ per Capita.

Aonnm~

482,109,406

15
12
11
2
5

61

00

29
24
66

20 08

Ir ·'1 :i,~icl i£
?.~1:;'., cldi;"-?.j

i~~! l~:;;J

nt st

.,

c:i~a.

G. Britain,... 18101$4,299,824,588 $222 79 $161,243,421 S8 351
... 1861 3,890,15,3,!lll 132 61 120,876,934 1 4 32
61 79 1 115,608,191 3 10
France....... 1863 2,304,000,000
U. States..... 11791
75,468,4i6
18 56
8,201,628 O 781
"
.... 18101 127,334,033
14 67
7,822,!)28 0 90
L1yalSt'1,l1yl.. 1863
967,J!l!l,727
40
34,490,086 1 44

l

I

$27 94

41.14
12.34
9.47
10.06
7.07
7.22

1.648
0.4026
1
0.4-346
0.2676

TAXES.

=========---= =

Ta:te11.

- - - -- -- - -- - - - - - - - - -

Oreat Britain, average of 1813
"
"
"

1814...........
1810.......... .
1866......... ..
1861 ...........
France, 1863. .......................................... .
Uniled Stales, li!ll................................... .
..
18)6................ ............... .....
"
1860................... ................ .
Loyal St's. av'age of 2 yrs. ending June 80, '63, 1
"
(suppose)........ perannum ......... ,

.,

&,

"

$83!l,2JJ,!l60
302,7!?2,48i
861,760,644
338,826, !lOl
3()6,839, j()()
4,418,!113
47,676,9 6
73,856,8()!)
70,568,330
150,000,000

100,000,000

·Propor. o
Ta1:et to Ta."<e8 Per
Yah1a'n o
Capito.
Prop. p. ci.

I

3.20
2.90
1.81
1.07
1.63
O.J9
2.6l
0.67
0.53

$18 i4
16 68
12 30
11 66
10 02
1 08
5 4!l
3 00

0.74

4

1.12

2 94

6 25

rn

--

Amouoi.

DATP,.

Proportion to

~~':~1 I

U nited State, debt of.........1816..........•.... $ 127.334,933
907,199,727
* l.oyal State• d obt ol .........1863...............
700,000,000
1,600,000,000
......... " at............ 1,200.000,000
Great Britain debt.............1810............... 4,200,82!,588
........ ....1801 ..... .......•.. 3,890,165,911
"

or Pkymcnt~

18 years.
2l "
11 monthi,.
)2
8
39 "
21

5.2'2

,.

11.20
8.0:i
41.14
12.3!

"

Ptrlod

...

7.07
7.22

" :~:::::::1;~~::::::::::::

"

~- =

TABULAR STATEMENT No. 2.-Bui·den of Ncitional .Debt.

---.~-=

Avt:r'!C't Anoual
COit.of

ExtJn,JULlhmcot.

IAnnual
Propartioo of I
Payrotnt Annual Ioterea:t.

S 14,738,682
60,000,000
60.000,000
100,000,000
100,000,000

Properly
~r cent.

to

$ 7,8:1"2,9-i:)
68,031,963
"42,000,000
00,000,000
72,000,000
101,:.!-13,421
120,876,93-1

0.8167
0.5!!72
0.59i2
O.HM
0.746/i

o:

I ::~~1

Proportloo oC
Annual lnt.en::sl- Vithtt of Real and
to
Per»oul Propcrlf.

I

I

M33r>

0.4321)
0~13"
0-6,1~

0.5376

J .5430

0.4026

$ 1,800,000,000
13,395,000,000
13,39,;,000.000
13,395,000,000
13,395,000,000
10,460,000,000
31,512,000,(X)()

KorE.-lo a ll these utiruate1 the value nr the property •I the dtlte le taken for the whole term of the debt-paymeot and int•rc.l chorge. II the mte or lncre.,se o ( wealth lo
tho Loyal Stt\1•8 during the coming period of debt-J)aymcnt woro the onme M In tho 18 yenro ending lo 1833, 11nd tho ,mme •• In !lngland nrter 1816, tho comraralivo bu.-.
den would bo rightly oxpreosed In the tablo; but the growth of our wealth lo tho lnat decade w.. at doublo the mto of incre!UMI from 1816 to 1833, and four time, tho
rate or ioreue In 1:ngland in her last ten yeara.
--rhe Annual tnlerett or tho debt In lt.s p.--01 form I• but $3-1,490,GSG.

TABULAR STATE~IENT No. 3.-Slwwing the Cost of Engluil, and .Americcm Loans sold 1111der Pur.
- - - -- ---

--

I

l

I

I

<:O

.,.,~

Ratel or
Anoual
Normal
Jbte or
Oo 8 lnk.lo1 Fund Sy,tem. Tot.al cost or Loans In exce!s11 of Jntct'Q, •IJou tho normal Kxce.,
Arnt. h:11 Jotereti rate or ID• rate or ID• loi.t.rMt p"d - -rate, ud uoeuor Jlrindpal pald a&. t heeod of th& tum.
ol 1(.11&,
Millioo,ot
OD
OD
terenoo
.~,..
RateotJ01,,
- --- -lu pa'•

Doll.I.

__

~':'.~.'.:'.3..

. s. 20 year 1.o,110 of 1801..................

~it.J:i
. s.12 yra..r,.,1110 of 1813 and 1814.....

3300
42
60

. S. 3 year Loon, 1861........................
6-:20 year Uoudo,• (,ay)................ .........
1 'y~•r Certifieateo or l odeulcdnC08.........

m
140
100
143

't:~'.~~-~~.~.~'..~'..'.~'.~.~.~.~.~:'.".'.~}

6
4

'!r~nt Tem~"''"Y~n::::::::::::::::::
"'l'hl• T.oau r •doemable after ft,·o

Stoett
llon<7
Gove,nm'•
I u ued, Rec el v 'd. Loaru,
3
6
6

,.0716
7.0173
6.7353

3.2".!S
5

344
7.3
6
6

5.02
7.3
6
6

3.2"!>
5
5
5

:

:

o

:

r••n nt tho option of the Go•ornment.

Normal

Rau a.

].$l6,';

I
I

2.0173
1.7353
2.3%
2.3
1
1

•bo••

,

.

Rateorl•~
00 ne,Pr'c'ds. Normal Itat.e. £,:ced or \ rloclpal. f,xcea: or Jnt.erNC. To&al coet. 111 Exeea.

6.70W
7.0.'307
0.90219

3.;;61)6
2.030,
1.96288

llrtdoem'd ln3 roara.
Rod'mcd in 3 /"'""·
6
Red'mcd in 1 year.

b(llow. nro:d on?~j'~11no!}ce·

$1,351,670,641
G,282,014
0,59MO!

H7,000,000

$i22,s.6,3.\7
ll 360,760
18,670,517
12,573,760
0,660,000
6 to 20 millions.
1,4~,000

$2,074,455,001
17,642,771
25,271,91,1

10:,.0
~o
4R.OO

159,573,T.O
9,660,000

111.ts
ll.9
5 lo 20
l

1,430,000

I

TABULAR STATEMENT No. 4
Statement showing tlte number of Square Miles, total number of .Acres of Public L and, am-01.mt sold and otherwise disposed of,
and amount r emaining unsold in each of the following States and Territoi·ies of the United States, 101·th tlte P opulation and
val:ue of the R eal ancl Pei·sonal P rivate Pi·opei·ty in 1850 and 1860, respectively.
> z
M

S TATF. OR TF.RRITOltl'.

NU MDEROF
SQUARE
MILES.

168,687
California .... ...........
148,932
Dakota.. .........Ter. ...
81,539
Nevada. ......... " ....
104,500
Colorado .. . . . . .. " ....
121,201
New Mexico ... " . ...
126,141
Arizona ......... " ....
106,882
Utah ............. " ....
96,248
Oregon.......... . ........
326,878
I daho .... ........Ter. ...
69,994
Washin gton .... " . .•.
75,996
Nebraska..... ... " . ...
65,410
Illinois . . .. ... .. ..........
55,045
Iowa .. ................. ..
Missouri ................ ..
65,350
56,451
Michigan.......... ......
80,886
Minnesota ............ ...
53,924
Wisconsin . ...... .. ... .. .
81,818
Kansas....... ............
TOTALS....., ... 1,862,876

TOTAL NO.
TOTAL NUMDEll
TOTAL NO.
ACRES
ACRES
Oi'
AORES.
DISPOSE D OJ,'. UNDJSPO' D or.

101,659,680
95,316,480
62,184,960
66,880,000
77,668,640
80,730,240
68,084,480
60,968,720
208,878,720
44,796,160
48,636,800
35,462,400
35,228,800
41,824,000
86,128,640
61,447,040
34,511,860
52,048,520
1,192,840,640

7,645,978
12,076,326
2,295,111
8,857,955
6,427,667
6,072,174
6,812,861
5,611,704
35,461,467
33,847,206
31,417,663
27,034,943
15,501,747
22,437,853
7,588,870
227, 489,015

94,018,702
88,240,154
49,889,849
66,880,000
68,710,685
80,780,240
61,666.913
65,886,546
208,878,720
88,483,299
43,125,096
933
1,381,504
10,406,337
9,093,697
85,945,293
12,074,007
44,504,650
964,901,625

POP ULATION IN

1850.
92,597

61,547
11,380
18,294

1860.

VALUE OF PRIVATE PROPER TY.

1860.

1860.

•

I"

0

"'~

"'.,
. >
t;,

379,994 $ 22,161,872 $ 207, 874,613
4,837
6,867
34,277
20,813,768
5,174,471
93,516

888

6,696,118
28,930,687

467
471

40,278
52,466

986,088
5,068,474

5,601,466
11,594
9,131,066
28,841
871,860,282
861,470 1,711,961 156,265,006
247,888,265
674,948 . 28,714,638
192,214
601,214,898
682,044 1,182,012 187,247,707
257,163,983
59,787,255
749,113
397,654
52,294,413
178,855 Not r eturned.
6,077
278,671,668
775,881
42,056,596
805,391
81,827,895
107,206
2,613,668 6,027,620 $ 452,457,101 $2,512,818,562
1Increase, 180 per ct.

Part of 11:mas.

"'0

o:>

0

302

468
943
265
880
551
465

TABULAR STATEMENT No. 5.
Domestic Expoi·ts 1'n the yeai-s ending 30th ,fttne, 1860 c111d 1862, (exclusive of Gold and Silver,) with the Increase & Decreau.

YJlAR JlNDINO
80 JUNE, 1860.

Producls of lhe Sea...........................
Forest. ..................... ..
LRosin and Turpentine...................... .
Products of Agricullure-Animal. .......
Vegetable......

f:!t~i~
·:.·::.::: :::.::·::::::::::.:::::::::::·::.::::::
Tobacco ........................................ ..
~

• "

"

"

Hemp ...................................... . .... ..
Olher Agricultural Products.......... ..... .
Manufactures ........................ . .......... .
rTobacco and Cotton Manufactures ......
LIron ;\fanufactures........ ..
Coal. ............................................. ..
Ice ........... .
Quicksilver..................... ................ ..
Non-enumerated, manufactured ........... .

''

ra• ........................ .

Totals ............. ..
Coin and Bullion .............................
Total Domestic Exports .................

4,166,480
111,788,659
1,818,288
20,216,226
2i,690,298
2,667,899
191,806,566
16,006,547
9,631
786,839
37,)46,963
14,807,848
6,703,04-2
740,783
188,134.
268,682
::!,397,446
1,865,891
$316,242,423
66,946,861
$878,188,274

$

- --

I30

----

I

8OUTil&RN
NORTHERN PROD'CTS, ]802.
, PROD'OTS l862.
Yl-lAli ENDING TOTAL llXl'ORTS OF
COl!PARJ:D WI TII THOU
DECREA;& OP
JUNE, 1862.
OJ' ] 860,
JlXPORTS.
INCRll:ASB.
DECRRASR .

8,918,477
9,934,211
293,400
38,580,91\4
84,926,20()
166,899
1,180,118
12,325,866
8,300
1,046,644
28,068,027
4,014,644
4,626,971
837,117
182,667
1,287,6!1.3
2 880 347
1:110:016
$181,878,988
81,044,661
$212,920,689

$

]862

Decrease, $

"

"

Increase,

"

Decrease,

"

Increase,
Decrease,

"

Increase,
Decrease,
Increase,
"
"
Decrease,

--

248,003 $
67,528
$ 176,476
3,804,348
1, 786,SO!J
2,017,646
1,624,838)
18,866,788
990,119 s19,356,867
60,267,183
67,884,908
2,V22,276
2,410,600)
190,626,442
1!l0,626,442
6,933,489
3,681,191
10,514,630
1,231
381
309,805
108,244
413,04!1
1)19,201
14,098,926
rn,57 4, Otl5
10,208,2991
1, 170,0ilj
6,203
101,637
V0,884 !
467
467 ,
I
078, 961
978, 9!l1
-t92,V02
2!1,446
622,847
416,625
37,808
452,828
$134,366,435 1 $207,843,876 $89,015,201 !slf>,538.200
Less Decrease, }(i,538,260
North'n Ino., $78,476,941

I

I

I

c.:,
.....
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'l'ABUJ,AR STA'J'E~ll'JNT ·~o. 6.
Eatimate of 1llerhanical and )fanufacturing prodttcta of the l,oyal Stattt, prepared b.11
Lorin lllod9et, Eaq., Secretary of the Philadtlpliia Board of Trade, for the uae oJ
the Bureau of Internal Revenue fa Deetmber, I 02, and rrviaed b!t him f or thi.r
publication in April, 180;3,

The first column gives the value produced in 1 60; th e data taken from
the census of that year and other sources. The second column estimates
the relative qiuwtit.'I produced in the year ending October, 1 63, expressed
in the prices of 1860. T he third column gives the value of the products
of the year ending October, 1863, in the prices current.

=. . . .

Quantity produced I Ynlue~e prc>-1862-3, (1-Xpres&ed dnct1 of 1St32--3, at
Ilotn the
prictdorI860. the current pr!ceo.
ls 181,949,0&> s 136,462,264 IS 147,703,813

l'RODUCTS 01' 1S60.

Textile Fabrics......
Iron ancl Steel. ........ .......... ..
Steel Manufactures ............. ..
:Manufactures part Steel & Iron.
"
of Mel als. .........
Glass, l'oltcry & Earthen Ware.
Pa.per and i\lanufnctures of.....

Blank Books, Cards, Bills, }
Phologrnph Cases.......... ..
.Books, Bound Volumes........ ..
Leather and :Uanufnotures of...
Liquors, Spirit., Yinous &. ){all
Tobacco )lanuf'td and Segars..
Petroleum .......................... .
Soap, Candles, Oils ............... .
Relined Sugar, Confection-}
ery, :Maple Sugar...........
Chemic11ls, P aints & Fertilizers
Wood J\Jannf'rs, Furniture, &c.

31:sso:oiO
12,327,916
l\J,129,800

112,818,498
ll,O!lt;,105
16,028,570
20,904,121
8'0113,592
15,714,385

178,552,688
15,534,060
19,358,604
:.!9,181,751
10,754,490
:.!I,999,270

0,908,380

5,39J,097

i,013,02i

11,607,709
156,000,000
04,659.4-22
11,491,000
800,000
26,092,500

12,000,000
127,507,000
64,8i9,439
ll,4!ll,000
8,li8,000
26,826,191

16,000,000
170,957,000
84,340,070
20,000,000
8,178,000
33,072,i!iO

38,609,200

25,180,000

40,000,000

13,260,000
41,000.000
10,000,000

11,812,800
34,889,000
10,000,000

14,i66,000
41,900,000
12,000,000

126,887,220
11,190,514 1
•)) ·)93 000

I

g~~hi~g,'.. 'ii~i~:··'iiiiii~;~;;;·}.. I

81,955,000
Furs, Umbrellfis, India
102,180,222
96,300,000
Rubber Goods, Gloves, &o.
:Miscellaneous taxed )111.nuf'rs.
290,600,000
250,442,000
300,000,000
Coal....... ............................
18,702,2i4
21,50i,014
2i,959,899
Salt .. ............ ......... ...... ......
1,800,000
J ,800,000
2,340,000
Sawed and Planed Lumber......
77,971,124
85, i08,286
107,210,296
Flour and )feal... .................. ~;3i6,912 ~14,003
238,000,428
$1402, 722,947 $1312,602,621 $1042, 789,880
1312,602,621
1812,602,621
1
$160,100,420
$ 830,22i,369
Demw or (lmtity, 11mm or Priet.
- -- -- -- - - ---=------ 10.26 ptr e ~ 2.i.15 Jlt.! cent

I
I

I

